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ABSTRACT 

Alinite-~ceimpiicitnum~calmodelwasusedto Studythedififusion-controlled 
a-y solid-state phase tmsfbrmation in the Fe-Cr-Ni system. The infiuence of a non-uniform 
initial composition distribution was exambed in order to assess the impact thatnon-uniform 
solute profiles redingikom solidification may have on subsequa transfbrmation behavior in 
weldmentsandcasrings. Asignificantimpactonthetransformationkineticsand~rmation 
path was found in some cases. The Mors that -the degree of influence are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Modeling phase transformation behavior is a rapidly growing field. Such modeling is 
particularly valuable and desirable for weldmms because of the high temperature excursions 
which weldments experience and the daculty in properly and accurately evaluating the elevated 
temperature phase trrinsformation behavior by experimental means. In the case of austenitic 
stainless steels, solidification of primary ferrite is followed by the solid-state transfinmion of 
ferrite to austenite. The ferrite-to-austenae transfbmmion during cooling is typically incomplete, 
leading to a two-phase microstnrcture that consists of austenite with 5 to 15% of residual ferrite. 
In most cases, the ferrite-to-austenite transfbrmation is diEdon controlled. Thus, it is possible to 
model this transformation efE&e€y, provided thatthe -on behavior is property evaluated. 
For multicomponent Sjrstems, the dS.ision-controlled transfbrmation cannot be read@ calculated 
by analytical means. However, numerical methods are idealiy suited to W e  such involved 
problems. 

By considering the ternary Fe-Cr-Ni system as representative of the class of austenitic 
stainless steels, thefimitc-to-austenb t m s f b d o n  has been examhed recently for both cast 
stainless steeis and wdded staiuless*steels 11-71. Fkhe difkence methodshave been used to 
follow the tramhrmation behaviorinthe ternary system during i s o t h d  exposure [la] as mil 
as during contbous cooling [5,6]. TIiese studies b e  modeled the t r ans fbdon  behavior by 
assuming local equilibrium at the ferritdaustenite imxfhce. Comparisons of the calculations with 
experimental work have shown very good agreement[I-3]. Most recently, the transformation 
behavior in multipass welds has been modeled b. examining theinfluence of inultiple thermal 
cycles [7]. All of these d e r  studies h e  shown that the consideration of a ternary system has a 
strong influence on the t r a n d o d o n  behavior. Unlike simple b i i  systems, where unique tie- 
lines exist at any given temperature, the consideration-ofternarysystemsiniroduces a range OF 
equiliiriumtie-lines. ~ a d d e d d e g r e e o f f f e x i b i l i t y r e s u l t s i n m a n y ~  effects. For 
example, the approach to fhl equilibrium is often indirectin that ferrite gruwth may take place 
hitially, followed by dissolution of the ferrite; The change in phase composition as a %&on of- 
aging time can ~ISO ix quite c o m p f i u  with non-monotonic variations being common. ~ ~ i e  - 
exact behavior is Sensitive to the overall alloy composition, the initial phase compositions, and the 
thermal history. Modeling is ideally suited for followingthese transformations and for 
detenninin g the system response to a given thermal exposure. . 
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[1-7f, the calcrrlntion_p-were sixnp%&by assumhg uniform- Inthe- 
initialcompo*kth~rndaustetnte, ' ~Howe~er;  in re8iity, thecompositions thatare 
prcsentatk weiding or casting are non-dorm-as a consequence of solute segregation during 
solidXcation, The aim of this investigation was to examine the Muence of a non-uniform initiai 
composition -on on the transformation behavior, CIearly, the final equilibrium condition 
will be w&Ected by the initial composition distribution, but the path and rate at which 
equiiibrium is a c h i d  may be infhxenced. Resuits h m  this study should provide needed insight 
into theef3kctthatsolut.e redistribution during solidification may have on the solid-state 
transformation behavior. 

. .  . .  

COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH 

The model eyBh18fes the diffillon-controlled growth or dissolution of ferrite (a) in a two- 
phasesystaa.consistingoff~andaustemte ' (y). Nucleationis not considered since it is 
assumed that bdith phases exist atthe start ofthe caiculations. ~tthough the actual sofidification 
microstructure typically consists of residual ferrite dendrites in an austenite matrix, the model 
sonsidered only a planar geometry with a planar interhe between the a and y phases. Earlier 
work has shown that this simplitidon is justiiied since the transformation kinetics are essentially 
equivalent for these two cases, as long as the ferrite phase is at the core of the cylindrical 
geometry [6]. The onedimensional -on transformation problem requires the solution of 
Fick's Second Law.. A mass balance at the interfkce between the two phases requires that the rate 
of growth of the a phase is balanced by the net flux of atoms across the in tdce .  For a ternary 
system, two massbdmces at the -for two elements, must be independently evaluated 
[4]. Inthe pres& casq.inwhich the difkion-controllebtransfon in the iron-chromium- 
nickel system is examind, such a mass balance & evaluated for both chromium and nickel. The- 
intaface compositions for the a and y phases must then be adjusted in an iteration scheme until 
theinterfacle velocities derivectfiom boththe chrolllium d n i c k e l  mass balances are the same, 

Animplicit,.f%tediEbrence method was utilized to solve for the compositions of the two 
phases as a function of time and distance. Detaiis of the mathematical analysis, including the 
equations in hhd3Eerence form, are provided elsewhere [4]. An improved algorithm was used 
to dusk the interface compositions [6]. 

present 51I18fysis, thef;Dnowing assumptions andsimpiifidnns-were made: 
The diffbdnnequatbns-were evahted for both-chromium andnickel difhion. In the 

(a)the difbiondcients were independentof composition, 
. @)the.f& and austenitehad equal densities (so that compositions could be 

,expressedinwd@ppercent), 
(c)-thccrqss-term difbion codcients were ignored, 
(d)sigmaphaSeformationwasnot.allowed, aucl 
(e) 1ocal.eqUilibriumatthe ferrite-austmk * itrterfacewasrequired. 

The diffirsion d c i e n t s  were temperature dependent. The equilibrium at the i n t d c e  between 
ferriteandaustede was.specified.with@ help.of-t&-ThemoCdc~ program [SI. For a tenraty 
system, the mdtiple tie-lines inthe two-phase, ferrite-pkmtenite phase field provide the 
necessary fldilily for choosing the interhe conrpositions. Anaiytical expressions were used to 
specify the hkrfacc equiiibrium as a function of temperature and composition and details are 
provided else&- [4]. The expressions for'thedifbion coefficients are also given in an eariier 
publication [4]. 

1200" C. The overall alloy composition was Fe-21Cr-113Ni (all compositions are in wt %). The 

. 

CaIculations.were perfbnned for isothermal aging atthree temperatures: 800,1000, and 
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m - m - m  &pdthe- - thwasOSpm.  Fminitisi 
compositiondistributiorwwereamsiW In-ordato-zcmmtifirtheheonoftheresults, 
only one c o m p o ~ m a l l o w e d  to vaxywithdistarrce; chrormum * was aswarily chosen as the 
Wynon-unihncomporsart, Ancxpmdal~sitinndisDrib.lrtionwassuperimposedon 
e i thcrthcf ferr i teor~withemi~ordc$ct ionatthehmfbce .  Figure 1 showsthe 
five mp (AthroughE) of initialcomposition disttibatioIw thatwere examined, The maximum 
emichment (or depletion) at the irrtaface was set at 22%. For compariS011, the transformation 
behavior for rrunifbrm initial composition m n w a s  * also ewaluated (case A). The average 
phase compositions were kept constant at the vahres given above. 

RESULTS aad DISCUSSION 

Thavariattonofferritesizeasa~onofagjngtimeat-ji00,1000, a n d 1 ~ 0 0 ~ ~  forcases 
AthroughE is shown m Figures 2 through4. B&rc eXaminingthe bfbence of the initial 
composition distribution on the transfbmation kinetics in detail, a few general comments are in 
order. Typically, the transfbrmation takes place in two stages. In the fht stage, the 
transformation behavior is controlled by W o n  w i t h  the ferrite while the later stage is 
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Figure 1 - (ae) Five different initial chromiwn composition profiles for cases A through E, 
respectively, and v) uniform nickel composition-profiie thatwas d in all cases. 
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Figure 2 - Ferrite size versus aging time at 800" C for different initial composition distributions. 

controlled by dffision within the austenite. Also, in general, errors in the calculations appear in 
the form of imp& mass conservation. These errors arise fiom the initial discretization of the 
composition, from initialy steep gradients that are imposed by the establishment of equilibrium at 
the interface in the jjrst time step, or fiom rounding off [4,6]. Generally, the errors were less than 
0.01% Cr and 0.02 %Ni. A change in total system mass resulting fiom these errors will yield a 
different final. eq~~%%rium state. It can be seen in Figures 2-4 that minor differences in the final 
f d e  size are only found at 1200" C. Mer aging at 1000" Cy the ferrite totally dissolves (a 
ferrite size of less than 0.01 pm was considered to be equivalent to total dissolution). At the 
other temperatures, some ferrite remained after equilibrium was attained. 
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Figure 3 - Ferrite size versus aging time at 1000" C for di&rent initial composition distributions. 
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Figure 4 - Ferrite size versus aging time at 1200" C for different initial composition distributions. 

The results show that for cases B and Cy where non-dorm composition distributions 
were imposed in the fe'enite, only a minor influence was detected. In contrast, a non-dorm 
austenite composition had a much greater-effect; Nonethdess, the same general trends were 
found for both non-uniform ferrite and austenite compositions. Chromium depletion at the 
interfiice (cases C and E) led to enhanced f d e  dissolution while chromium enrichment at the 
interface (cases B and D) fhvoreci enhanced ferrite growth. Of course, these effects are only 
temporary sincetheoverall compositions 8fe the same in all cases and the final e q u i i i i  state 
must therefore be the same. 

The results show that the sign of the imposed initial gradient, in this case the chromium 
gradient, does not directly influence the transformation behavior. For example, a gradient leading 
to chromium enrichment at the interhce might be expected to result in a net chromium flux away 
from the interface, which would, in tunq hvor-fkrite dissolution However, just the opposite 
effect was found. In fact, the results can be understood by considering the local composition in 
the region of the irrterface rather than the initial imposed gradient. For example, ifthere is 
chromium enrichment of one of the phases atthe interface, the overall alloy composition in the 
hterfkeareaishigherinchromium, Thiswillresultinenhancedferritestabilitysincechromium 
is a ferrite staldkr. This enhanced fenite stability wouid;lnturn, promote fixrite growth 
comparedtotheconditionwithoutchtorHiumemichmentmthe~~r~o~ Mechanistically 
of course, the hkrfkce movement is controlled by&e @em and resdtant net flmes across the 
interface. When the composition at the int- is changed, by either chromium enrichment or 
depletion, then the interface gradients are adjusted correspondbgiy, to either promote ferrite 
growth or ferrite dissolution. The key is that these-adjusimexttsare not determined by the initial 
gradient that is imposed by the non-uniform compo&on distribution, but rather, by the 

The fkct that the non-dorm autemte distribution has a sisnificantly greater influence 
than the non-dorm ferrite composition can a&- be explained. The*austenite region was 4.5 jm 
long, signijicaxrtiy greater than the initial ferrite size (0.5 p). In the present analysis, the non- 
uniform compositions that were imposed were extended over the en& phase.so, in effect, the 

composition of the two phases in the imm-viciuity of the iutedkce. - I .  

__. ._ ........ ______-.._ ...... .._. 



chramium enrichment (or depletion) in the awtde-extended overa s i @ d y  greater distance 
than the corresponding enrichmentfor depletion) in ferrite.. This extended enrichment was 
balanced by a comparable depletion k away fiom the interface (see Figure 1): As a result, the 
consequences of the enrichment persisted for a longer time, and led to a more significant effect. 
The time over which the enrichment has an inhence is comparable to the time required to achieve 
diffUsion distances that are comparable to the scale of the enrichment. Thus, more significant 
effects would be expected for n o n d o n n  ferrite compositions ifthe ferrite were larger, and the 
Size of the enriched zone extended to greater distances; Ultimately, the W e n c e  of the 
enrichddepletion is balancedby the opposite depletiodenrichment fkr fiom the initial 
interface. Thus, enhanced ferrite growth or dissolution is balanced by the opposite effect at a later 
time, as shown very clearly in Figure 4. 

CONCLUSIONS. 

The infiuence of non-uniform initial composition distributions was examined by modeling 
the diffusion-controlled ferrite-to-austenite &ormation in the Fe-Cr-Ni system. It was found 
that the composition distribution can have a signtficant influence on the intermediate kinetics of 
the transformation. The degree of influence is afkcted by the range of any enrichment or 
depletion of solute compared to the diffusion distances in the individual phases. It was found that- 
the initial gradients that may exist have little influence on the transformation kinetics. Instead, the 
critically important factor is the local composition in the immediate vicinity of the interface. The 
results provide insight into what effect solute redistribution during solidification may have on the 
transformation kinetics during subsequent thermal exposure in both castings dweldments. 

This research.was.sponred by the Division of Materials Sciences, U. S..Department of 
Energy, under contract DE-ACO5-84OR21400 with Lockheed Martin Energy Systems. 
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